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ABSTRACT

Timer options are financial instruments that enable investors to exercise their rights on a random determined maturity date, based on the level of variance budget. These options provide a stable investment opportunity for investors in the unpredictable and complex financial markets, such as global financial crises and COVID-19, which can induce drastic changes of the volatility in the underlying asset. On the other hands, in the stable financial markets, investors who have invested in standard timer options may face the drawback of exercising their options later compared to vanilla options. In this regard, to overcome such disadvantages, we propose timer volatility-barrier options, which are activated when the level of volatility reaches a predetermined downstream barrier level. In this paper, we derive an analytical formula for these contracts and verify the pricing accuracy of timer volatility-barrier options by comparing our solution with those from Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, we conduct numerical studies on timer volatility-barrier options to examine pricing sensitivities with respect to the various model parameters.
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